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Abstrat
We onsider salar eld theory in de Sitter spae with a general vauum invariant under the
ontinuously onneted symmetries of the de Sitter group. We begin by reviewing approahes to
dene this as a perturbative quantum eld theory. One approah leads to Feynman diagrams
with pinh singularities in the general ase, whih renders the theory perturbatively ill-dened.
Another approah leads to well-dened perturbative orrelation funtions on the imaginary time
ontinuation of de Sitter spae. When ontinued to real-time, a path integral with a non-loal
ation generates the time-ordered orrelators. Curiously, observables built out of loal produts of
the elds show no sign of this non-loality. However one one ouples to gravity, we show aausal
eets are unavoidable and presumably make the theory ill-dened. The Bunh-Davies vauum
state is the unique de Sitter invariant state that avoids these problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been muh reent debate about whether quantum eld theory in de Sitter
spae has a unique vauum invariant under all the ontinuously onneted symmetries of
the spae. The resolution of this question is ruial to the understanding of possible trans-
Plankian eets on the preditions of ination [1℄, and observable eets today suh as
ultra high energy osmi ray prodution [2, 3℄. These questions are all the more pressing
given reent experimental results onrming general preditions of ination for the osmi
mirowave bakground [4℄, and of supernova observations onsistent with a positive osmo-
logial onstant today [5℄.
At the level of free eld theory, de Sitter spae has a one-omplex parameter family of
vaua, dubbed the α-vaua [6, 7, 8, 9℄. It was been argued uto versions of these an
be relevant during ination, where α parameterizes the eets of trans-Plankian physis
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄. Others have argued the α-vaua suer from inonsistenies
[17, 18, 19, 20℄ one interations are inluded, and that the Bunh-Davies/Eulidean vauum
state is the unique onsistent state.
In this paper we review existing approahes to this issue, and elaborate on the onnetions
between them. The most straightforward approah, where one treats the vauum state
as a squeezed state fails due to the appearane of pinh singularities, whih renders the
perturbation theory ill-dened [18℄. We emphasize this is not a problem with the ultra-violet
struture of the theory, but rather Feynman integrals beome ill-dened when propagators
on internal lines are null separated.
A potentially more promising approah based on an imaginary time formulation [21℄
leads to a sensible perturbation theory, and propagators that agree with the imaginary time
ontinuations of the free propagators of [8, 9℄. This perturbative expansion an be ontinued
to real-time and written in terms of a path integral with a non-loal kineti term, but loal
potential and soure terms. For the pure salar eld theory, the algebra of observables built
out of loal produts of the elds remains loal. However one the theory is oupled to
gravity the aausality beomes unavoidable and presumably renders the theory ill-dened,
in keeping with the hronology protetion onjeture [22℄.
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II. FREE PROPAGATOR
To establish notation, we begin by reviewing the results of [6, 7, 8, 9℄ for the free vaua in
de Sitter spae, invariant under the elements of the de Sitter group ontinuously onneted
to the identity. Fields may be deomposed as mode sums
φ(x) =
∑
n
φEn (x)an + φ
E∗
n (x)a
†
n
=
∑
n
φαn(x)bn + φ
α∗
n (x)b
†
n .
One then denes the Bunh-Davies/Eulidean vauum as
an|E〉 = 0
and the α-vaua as
bn|α〉 = 0 . (1)
The respetive mode funtions are related as
φαn = Nα(φ
E
n + e
αφE∗n )
φEn = Nα(φ
α
n − eαφα∗n ) , (2)
with Nα = 1/
√
1− exp(α+ α∗). The reation and annihilation operators are then related
by a mode number independent Bogoliubov transformation
bn = Nα(an − eα∗a†n) . (3)
As shown in [9℄ we an hoose mode funtions so that
φEn (x)
∗ = φEn (x¯) (4)
with x¯ the anti-podal point to x. These mode funtions are normalized with respet to the
norm
(φ1, φ2) = i
∫
Σ
(φ∗1∂µφ2 − φ2∂µφ∗1)dΣµ
with Σ any Cauhy surfae.
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The Wightman funtion is
Gα(x, y) = 〈α|φ(x)φ(y)|α〉 =∑n φαn(x)φα∗n (y)
= N2α
(
GE(x, y) + eαGE(x¯, y) + eα
∗
GE(x, y¯) + |eα|2GE(x¯, y¯)) . (5)
The state |α〉 an be thought of as a squeezed state with respet to the Eulidean vauum
|α〉 = U |E〉
with the unitary operator U dened as
U = exp
(∑
n
β
(
aE†n
)2 − β∗ (aEn )2
)
, β =
1
4
(
log tanh
−Reα
2
)
e−iImα.
It is then natural to onstrut [21℄
φ˜(x) = U †φ(x)U
= Nα
∑
n
(
φEn (x) + e
αφEn (x¯)
)
an +
(
φEn (x) + e
αφEn (x¯)
)∗
a†n (6)
whih suggests that from the Eulidean vauum viewpoint, reation of a partile in the α-
vauum an be thought of as reating a partile with respet to the Eulidean vauum at x
together with a partile at the anti-podal point x¯.
A. Real-time ordering
Having disussed the Wightman funtions, we now need to disuss more arefully time-
ordering presriptions. First let us represent de Sitter spae as a hyperboloid in at R
5
with
metri ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and oordinates Xa with a = 1 · · · 5
XaXbηab = H
−2 .
Following [9℄ we dene the signed geodesi distane between points as
d˜(x, y) = H−1 arccos Z˜(x, y)
where
Z˜(x, y) =
H
2ηabX
a(x)Xb(y) + iǫ, if x to the future of y
H2ηabX
a(x)Xb(y)− iǫ, if x to the past of y.
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With this denition d˜(x, y) = −d˜(x¯, y¯). Not that although only points with Z ≥ −1 are
onneted by geodesis, d˜(x, y) an be dened by analyti ontinuation for Z < −1.
The Eulidean vauum Wightman funtion is given by
GE(x, y) = c 2F1(h+, h−; 2;
1 + Z˜
2
) (7)
where
h± ≡ 3
2
± iµ
µ ≡
√
m2 −
(
3H
2
)2
c ≡ Γ(h+)Γ(h−)
(4π)2
.
Unless otherwise stated, we onsider the asem > 3H/2 in this paper. Some of the properties
of this funtion are as follows:
• a pole when points oinide (Z˜ = 1)
• a branh ut running along Z˜ = (1,∞), where the imaginary part hanges sign
• and asymptotially as
∣∣∣Z˜∣∣∣→∞
GE(x, y) ∝
(
−Z˜
)−h+ Γ(h− − h+)
Γ(h−)Γ(h− − 1) +
(
−Z˜
)−h− Γ(h+ − h−)
Γ(h+)Γ(h+ − 1) .
Using (5) and (7), the general α-vauum Wightman funtion is then expliitly onstruted.
Note the general α-vauum Wightman funtion has poles both at Z˜ = 1 and Z˜ = −1.
There are a number of options for dening real-time ordering of the two-point funtions
desribed above. Conventional denitions [9℄ orrespond to
iGEF (x, y) = θ(x
0 − y0)GE(x, y) + θ(y0 − x0)GE(y, x) (8)
and
iGαF (x, y) = θ(x
0 − y0)Gα(x, y) + θ(y0 − x0)Gα(y, x) . (9)
with x0 a global real-time oordinate. These Green funtions satisfy the inhomogeneous
Klein-Gordon equation
(−m2)GF (x, y) = −δ
4(x− y)√−g(x) , g(x) = det gµν(x)
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with gµν the spaetime metri. Note δ(x− y¯) does not appear. The propagator (8) an be
written as
iGEF (x, y) = c 2F1(h+, h−; 2;
1 + Z ′
2
) (10)
where Z ′ is dened with the new iǫ presription
Z ′(x, y) = H2ηabX
a(x)Xb(y) + iǫ.
However, as disussed in [23℄ another natural time-ordering in the α-vauum is obtained
by ordering the respetive terms of (6) aording to the arguments of the mode funtions,
x and x¯ (when α is real)
iG˜αEL(x, y) = N
2
α
(
θ(x, y)
(
1 + |eα|2)GE(x, y) + θ(y, x) (1 + |eα|2)GE(y, x)+ (11)
2θ(y¯, x)eαGE(y¯, x) + 2θ(x, y¯)eα
∗
GE(x, y¯)
)
.
Note these Green funtions do not satisfy the asymptoti boundary ondition (1) in
the innite past or future. So ontrary to [23℄ (11), do not satisfy the orret boundary
onditions for the desription of a squeezed state. These propagators satisfy the non-loal
inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation [23℄
(−m2)G˜αEL(x, y) = −N2α
((
1 + |eα|2) δ4(x− y)√−g(x) + 2eα δ
4(x− y¯)√−g(x)
)
(12)
so are to be interpreted as orresponding to soure boundary onditions on a linear ombi-
nation of podal (y) and anti-podal points (y¯).
Another natural time ordering is
iG˜αF (x, y) = N
2
α
(
θ(x, y)
(
1 + |eα|2)GE(x, y) + θ(y, x) (1 + |eα|2)GE(y, x)+
θ(y¯, x)
(
eα + eα
∗
)
GE(y¯, x) + θ(x, y¯)
(
eα + eα
∗
)
GE(x, y¯)
)
= iN2α
((
1 + |eα|2)GEF (x, y) + (eα + eα∗)GEF (x, y¯)) (13)
whih is obtained by time ordering the arguments of the propagators appearing in (5). This
agrees with the propagator of [23℄ when α is real, and generalizes it when α is omplex.
As we will see, these propagators appear on internal lines, when one analytially ontinues
from the imaginary time formulation of [21℄ to real-time. This propagator satises the
inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation
(−m2)G˜αF (x, y) = −N2α
((
1 + |eα|2) δ4(x− y)√−g(x) + (eα + eα∗) δ
4(x− y¯)√−g(x)
)
.
This Feynman propagator an be written in terms of hypergeometri funtions using (10).
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FIG. 1: Pinh diagram
III. INTERACTING THEORY
A. Squeezed state approah
The most diret approah to setting up the real-time perturbation theory is to dene
Green funtions using the interation piture representation
G(x1, · · · , xn) = 〈E|U † T
(
φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)eiSint(φ)
)
U |E〉 (14)
where Sint is the interating part of the ation, and T denotes time-ordering with respet
to global time. One an view U |E〉 as a squeezed state dened in the innite asymptoti
past/future of de Sitter and these Green funtions may then be used to extrat an S-matrix.
This expression may be expanded in powers of the interation by onventional means, and the
end result involves Feynman propagators ordered with respet to the global time oordinate
(9).
As emphasized in [18℄, pinh singularities arise in these expressions whih render the
integrals ill-dened. This may be seen in the following example of a diagram that ours
with a λφ4 interation. The lower loop gives rise to the fator
∫
dS4
d4x
√−gGαF (x, y)2 (15)
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whih ontains terms like ∫
dS4
d4x
√−gGEF (x, y)GEF (x¯, y¯) .
Writing this in terms of hypergeometri funtions (7), we see the iǫ presriptions dier in
the two propagators. The ontribution oming from the region of integration where x is null
related to y gives a term proportional to∫
dZ
1
Z − 1 + iǫ
1
Z − 1− iǫ =
π
ǫ
(16)
where Z is integrated along the real axis. As ǫ→ 0 the poles pinh the integration ontour
and the integral diverges. We emphasize this divergene has nothing to do with the ultravio-
let struture of the theory, so annot be regulated with loal (or even bi-loal) ounter-terms.
This divergene implies that perturbation theory does not make sense as it stands. It
is oneivable that some resummation of perturbation theory does make sense, but we lak
methods to address this kind of approah in a ompletely systemati way. We note this type
of resummation is attempted in non-equilibrium statistial eld theory where one similarly
enounters pinh singularities [24, 25℄. This resummation an lead to a shifting in the poles
of the propagator, so that the iǫ in (16) is replaed by an iΓ where Γ is a deay rate,
proportional to some power of the interations. It is then lear from (16) that the resummed
theory will be diult to handle due to the appear of inverse powers of the oupling.
B. Imaginary-time approah
Sine the diret approah to treating the α-vaua as squeezed states in de Sitter spae is
a nonstarter, one an try to appeal to an imaginary time formulation [21℄. This provides us
with a straightforward way to deal with spaetimes with event horizons, sine for imaginary
time the event horizon shrinks to a point. In the blak hole ase, eld theory on the imaginary
time ontinuation (also alled the Eulidean setion) of a blak hole bakground leads to
a density matrix desription from the real time point of view. One might have hoped a
similar novel interpretation of the α-vaua emerges in the real-time point of view, due to
the osmologial horizon of de Sitter spae.
To disuss the ontinuation from real time to imaginary time we use global oordinates
ds2 = −dt2 + (cosh t)2 dΩ23
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so t → iτ takes us to imaginary time. Here we have hosen units where H = 1. The
imaginary time ontinuation of de Sitter is the four-sphere. The imaginary time approah
of [21℄ proeeds by using the transformation (6) to express α-vauum Green funtions as
linear ombinations of Eulidean vauum Green funtions
G(x1, · · · , xn) = 〈E|U †φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)eiSint(φ)U |E〉 = 〈E|φ˜(x1) · · · φ˜(xn)eiSint(φ˜)|E〉 . (17)
This is to be understood as an interation piture expression. An important point is that on
the Eulidean setion, the free propagators Gα(x, y) are symmetri funtions of their argu-
ments beause points are spaelike separated. The ordering of operators in this expression
is therefore irrelevant. As desribed in [21℄ the ultraviolet divergenes that appear in this
approah an be aneled by de Sitter invariant loal ounter-terms. This approah yields
free two-point funtions that math those of Mottola and Allen on the Eulidean setion,
and it is in this sense the approah is a generalization of the α-vauum to the interating
ase. However the real-time physis of this approah is so far mysterious, and we wish to
explore this question in the following.
C. Continuation to real time
Let us examine what happens when we ontinue integrals of produts of Gα(x, y) on the
sphere to integrals over de Sitter spae. We are free to expand (17) as in (5) and order the
arguments in any way onvenient for analytially ontinuing to real-time. Let us rst fous
on the ase of the Eulidean vauum eα = 0. We begin with the imaginary time ontour as
shown in gure 2 running from −iπ to iπ. This may be ontinued to the ontour shown in
gure 3. The horizontal omponent (with a small positive slope) running from −∞ to ∞
through points x1 to x4 gives rise to the expeted real-time ontour. The orresponding iǫ
presription is t→ t + iǫ sgn t whih gives a Feynman propagator onneting internal lines
(10). The vertial omponents of the ontour are losely analogous to those that appear in
the real-time formulation of nite temperature eld theory in at spae [26, 27℄. There the
vertial omponents of the ontour typially fatorize for Green funtions evaluated at nite
values of the time. However this fatorization is quite subtle [28℄ even for at spae, so we
will not assume it here in general.
The other horizontal omponents to the time-ontour orrespond to the fat that one is
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not omputing a transition amplitude, but rather the expetation value of some time-ordered
string of eld operators with respet to a density matrix speied at some spei time t0
(where t0 = 0 in gure 3)
G(x1, · · · , xn) = Trρ(t0)T (φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)) . (18)
The additional time ontour represents the time-evolution bak to the initial time, as is
easy to see when (18) is written in Shroedinger piture. The density matrix formalism is
disussed in the general ontext of Friedman-Robertson-Walker bakgrounds in [29℄. In this
work a deformation of the ontour shown in gure 3 is used that only ontains two horizontal
real-time omponents (and a single vertial omponent).
In [20℄ the same two-omponent time-ontour is used (negleting the vertial omponents
of the ontour), whih an be re-expressed in terms of a two-omponent eld formalism.
However they use a time-ordering presription analogous to (9), whih as we will see is
not obtained via analyti ontinuation of the imaginary time approah. Their main laim
was that there exist ultra-violet divergenes that annot be aneled with de Sitter invariant
ounter-terms. They approximated the α-vauum by starting with the free eld theory state,
and then turned on interations at a nite time. Given that their boundary onditions did
not respet de Sitter invariane, the appearane of de Sitter non-invariant ounter-terms
should not be too surprising. Suh features annot arise in a manifestly de Sitter invariant
formulation, so are more properly regarded as renormalization eets assoiated with the
symmetry breaking initial state.
It is natural to onjeture that in-out transition amplitudes relating the vauum in the
innite past to vauum in the innite future, may be omputed by inluding only the hori-
zontal omponent of the ontour running along the real time axis (with small positive slope)
as shown in gure 3. This allows us to express the real-time physis using a single omponent
eld. This ts niely with the expetation that pure states do not evolve into mixed states
in a xed de Sitter bakground, sine the spaetime is globally hyperboli [37℄.
Now let us examine what happens when eα 6= 0. Again we start with the imaginary
time ontour, with a produt of imaginary time propagators (5). These may be deomposed
into Eulidean vauum orrelators as in the seond line of (5). To ontinue to real-time, we
ontinue to the ontour shown in gure 3. The real-time ontinuation of the imaginary time
formalism [21℄ therefore yields a set of amplitudes of the form (18), with φ's replaed by φ˜'s.
10
x2
x1
x3
x4
  
  
  
  
Re t
Im t
−ιpi
ιpi
FIG. 2: Imaginary time ontour.
If we wish to ompute only in-out matrix elements, then we retain only the horizontal
ontour running along the real axis, and we nd podal and anti-podal points are to be ordered
aording to their global time t [23℄. Thus the propagators (13) will appear on internal
lines in the general α-vauum expression for real-time ordered Green funtions. Beause
all singularities appearing in the propagator have the same iǫ presription, the resulting
integrals are integrals of analyti funtions, and no pinh singularities arise. Likewise, no
pinh singularities will arise if we use the full ontour to ompute the ontinuation of the
amplitudes of [21℄ , though one must then use a multi-omponent eld formalism analogous
to [29℄ to diretly perform the real-time omputations.
One might wonder whether the single horizontal omponent plus the vertial ompo-
nents of the ontour might lead one bak to the in-out amplitudes of the squeezed state
11
x1
x2
x3
x4     
  
  
Re t
Im t
−ιpi
ιpi
FIG. 3: Real-time ontour. The horizontal omponents of ontours are to be understood to run o
to t = ±∞.
approah. This annot be the ase, beause the vertial omponents will not generate pinh
singularities, nor will the vertial omponents hange the boundary onditions on the free
propagators from (9) to (13).
D. Path Integral Formulation
The real-time ontinuation of the imaginary time formalism just desribed yields a set of
nite renormalized in-out amplitudes of the form
G(x1, · · · , xn) = 〈E|T
(
U †φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)eiSint(φ)U
) |E〉 = 〈E|T (φ˜(x1) · · · φ˜(xn)eiSint(φ˜)) |E〉
(19)
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where the time-ordering presription is as in (13). Note that by denition loal soures
ouple to the φ˜ [21℄, whih is a linear ombination of the eld at podal and anti-podal
points as in (6). We will work under the hypothesis that the set of amplitudes (19) dene a
onsistent set of probability amplitudes. For example, these ould be used to approximate
transition amplitudes orresponding to observations of a omoving observer. The general
set of loal observables should orrespond to Wightman funtions of the φ˜.
The time-ordered orrelators (19) an be generated from the following path integral
Z =
∫
Dφ˜eiS[φ˜]φ˜(x1) · · · φ˜(xn)
where the ation S is
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
√
−g(x) d4y
√
−g(y)φ˜(x)K(x, y)φ˜(y)−
∫
d4x
√
−g(x)
(
V (φ˜) + j(x)φ˜(x)
)
(20)
with the non-loal kineti term determined by
K(x, y) =
(
a
δ4(x− y)√
−g(x) + b
δ4(x− y¯)√
−g(x)
)(
x −m2
)
(21)
a =
1− |eα|4
(1− e2α)(1− e2α∗)
b = −(e
α + eα
∗
)(1− |eα|2)
(1− e2α)(1− e2α∗) .
This kernel is the inverse of the Feynman propagator (13)∫
d4z
√
−g(z)K(x, z)G˜αF (z, y) = −
δ4(x− y)√−g(x) .
It is possible to make a eld redenition to write the kineti term in loal form, but then the
potential term beomes non-loal. It is also worth noting that the amplitudes (19) annot
be interpreted simply as amplitudes in a squeezed state bakground, ontrary to [23℄. This
would require the U operators to be ommuted past the time-ordering symbol, so that one
ould dene an asymptoti state U |E〉 in the innite past. However this step annot be
made due to the non-loality of the theory, as one an easily hek using the expliit mode
expansions of the amplitudes. Summing up, this approah diers from the squeezed state
approah desribed in setion IIIA, due to the dierent time-ordering presription, whih
in turn leads to a dierent non-loal kineti term.
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E. Algebra of observables
Loal soures ouple diretly to φ˜ and likewise interations are loal (20) [21℄. If we are
interested in the salar eld theory with possible loal salar ouplings of other elds to
φ˜, then the set of observables will be built out of loal produts of φ˜ and derivatives. As
shown in [9℄, the ommutator algebra of the φ˜ is atually independent of α, and so vanishes at
spaelike separations. The same will therefore be true of loal produts of the φ˜. Apparently
then the pure salar eld theory an give rise to a self-onsistent set of probability amplitudes
in this approah, whih does not allow faster than light signaling. This provides us with a
posteriori justiation for taking the single-omponent real-time ontour leading to (19).
However gravity ouples loally to the stress-energy tensor
Tµν(x) =
2√−g(x) δS[φ˜]δgµν(x)
= a
(
φ˜;µ(x)φ˜;ν(x)− 1
2
gµν(x)g
ρσ(x)φ˜;ρ(x)φ˜;σ(x)+
1
2
m2
(
φ˜(x)
)2
gµν(x)
)
+
(
V (φ˜(x)) + j(x)φ˜(x)
)
gµν(x) +
b
(
1
2
φ˜;µ(x)φ˜;ν(x¯) +
1
2
φ˜;µ(x¯)φ˜;ν(x)− 1
2
gµν(x)g
ρσ(x)φ˜;ρ(x)φ˜;σ(x¯) +
1
2
gµν(x)m
2φ˜(x)φ˜(x¯)
)
whih is non-loal in the φ˜'s due to the non-loal kineti term (21). The ommutator of T µν
with a loal produt of φ˜ an therefore be non-vanishing at spaelike separations. Therefore
one the salar eld is oupled to gravity, the loality of the observables is spoiled and faster
than light signaling beomes possible. This should be taken as a sign that the theory is
non-perturbatively ill-dened one oupled to gravity. One faster than light signaling is
possible, it should be possible to onsider proesses analogous to losed timelike urves,
whih typially lead to unontrollable quantum bakreation [22℄. We emphasize this is not
aausality at Plank sale separations, but marosopi aausality indued by propagation
of the massless graviton. Even if these terms appear with tiny oeients (as they would
based on the arguments of [3, 15℄), there is no known theoretial framework for handling
suh proesses.
One ould try to x this problem by plaing the graviton itself in an α-state, by instead
demanding a linear ombination of gµν(x) and gµν(x¯) ouple loally to T
µν
. As with the
φ˜ eld, the new graviton will then have a non-loal kineti term. This may well work at
the linearized level around a xed de Sitter bakground, but one we inlude gravitational
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interations and proeed to write down a dieomorphism invariant ation, one will run
into problems. For the pure salar eld theory to work it was important that interations
were loal, despite the non-loal kineti term. However, if we start with the non-loal
gravitational kineti term and add interations order by order in Newton's onstant to
ahieve dieomorphism invariane, we will indue non-loal gravitational interation terms.
Again it seems impossible to avoid problems with faster than light signaling.
Furthermore the anti-podal symmetry is a speial feature of de Sitter spae that will not
generalize in a bakground independent way. One ould try to dene the theory on the
Lorentzian ontinuation of RP
4
, making the identiation x ∼ x¯. Here the gravitational
ation takes the onventional Einstein-Hilbert form, but it is not lear how to make sense of
physis on suh a spaetime. One ould take as a fundamental region the inationary path
ds2 = 1/η2
(−dη2 + d~x2) ,
and treat η as the global time oordinate. However as you extend a time-like geodesi to
the past, you eventually hit the line η = −∞ in nite proper time, and then begin moving
forward in time at a dierent spatial position. Therefore the spaetime is not time orientable.
As desribed in [30℄, this implies global quantization of a free salar eld on this spaetime
is not possible. In [30℄ it is argued salar eld quantization within a single stati path an
be done self-onsistently. However without a global quantization method, one must go well
beyond the onventional framework of semi-lassial quantum gravity to make sense of the
oupling of suh a system to gravity.
For the Bunh-Davies vauum all these problems are avoided, beause the kineti term is
loal for eα = 0. We onlude that the Bunh-Davies vauum is the only de Sitter invariant
vauum state that yields a onsistent onventional perturbative quantum eld theory when
oupled to gravity.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that from the urrent theoretial standpoint, the α-vaua are in general
inonsistent. The most straightforward treatment as a squeezed state leads to pinh singu-
larities whih render the perturbative expansion ill-dened. Another approah derived from
imaginary time methods leads to a well-dened perturbative expansion, however the theory
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beomes non-loal one oupled to gravity. We stress this non-loality is over marosopi
sales due to the fat it is indued by the massless graviton, so does not have a loal ee-
tive desription even at arbitrarily low energies. Conventional wisdom then suggestions the
vaua annot be onsistently oupled to gravity at the non-perturbative level. Hopefully
these results serve to pin-point the problems with the so-alled α-vaua, and establish the
Bunh-Davies vauum as the unique de Sitter invariant vauum state that survives oupling
to gravity.
These results have a number of important impliations for trans-Plankian eets during
ination. Certain lasses of trans-Plankian eets an be modelled as an α-vaua with an
expliit ultra-violet uto as advoated in [13, 15℄. In these models it is presumed unknown
ultra-violet physis plae modes in an α-vauum below some proper uto wavenumber. The
present results indiate it is unlikely this unknown ultraviolet physis an be desribed by
a loal perturbative eetive eld theory. Within the ontext of loal eetive eld theory,
one an still ne-tune the initial state so that it gives rise to unusual eets at the end of
ination. However, we now an onviningly argue that generi perturbations will inate
away and the unique de Sitter invariant Bunh-Davies state will be left behind [38℄. Up to
ne tuning issues, the inuene of high energy physis on ination an then be aptured
by a loal low-energy eetive ation analysis around the Bunh-Davies state, whih leads
to the onlusion that high energy physis orretions to the osmi mirowave bakground
will typially be beyond the osmi variane limits [17, 31℄ (notwithstanding some loop-
holes [32, 33℄). One an also view these results as highlighting the type of modiation of
onventional gravity needed to make sense of a variety of proposed trans-Plankian eets.
Finally, it should also be noted our results do not apply to trans-Plankian orretions to
ination that do not asymptote to a de Sitter α-vauum (see for example [34℄).
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